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ABSTRACT In practice, traffic data collection is often warned by missing data due to communication
errors, sensor failures, storage loss, among other factors, leading to impaired data collection and hampering
the effectiveness of downstream applications. However, existing imputation approaches focus exclusively
on estimating the lost value from incomplete observations and ignore historical data. In this paper, we
propose a novel neural network model, namely, Attention-Driven Recurrent Imputation Network (ADRIN),
to address the problem of missing traffic data. Specifically, in ADRIN, we devise an Imputation-targeted
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM-I) module for filling in missing data. Meanwhile, we consider the
periodicity of historical data and design a historical average calculation module in ADRIN. On this basis,
we employ the multi-head self-attention mechanism for further extracting latent temporal features from
the output of the two modules. ADRIN is capable of modeling both incomplete observation inputs and
historical averages independently to estimate the missing values. We conducted comprehensive experiments
on three real-world traffic datasets, to demonstrate that ADRIN consistently outperforms other baselines
in a variety of scenarios. Furthermore, ablation experiments are conducted on the various modules of the
model, and it is concluded that historical data can significantly enhance the imputation effect.

INDEX TERMS Traffic speed imputation, deep learning, long term short memory, self-attention, intelligent
transportation systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRAFFIC data is a collection of historical road obser-
vations (e.g., flow and speed) acquired over a period

and is considered as a critical component of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) [1], [2]. On the basis of these
data, the transportation department can exercise reasonable
and effective traffic control, and businesses can provide more
accurate and reliable service. Recently, there has been a
surge in the development of deep learning-based algorithms
for a variety of problems, including traffic speed prediction,
origin-destination prediction, and travel time estimation,
etc. [3], [4]. However, the majority of deep learning-based
methods are highly reliant on high-quality data [5], [6]. In
practice, traffic datasets frequently contain missing data due

to sensor failures, regional power outages, extreme weather,
among other reasons [7]. For example, more than 5% of the
PeMS traffic data is missing [8]. Ni et al. [9] noted that data
from the Texas Transportation Institute contained missing
rates ranging from 16% to 93%. As a result, the issue of
missing data needs to be addressed urgently.

To overcome the issue, the most straightforward ap-
proaches are to delete all data with the same 1) timestep
or 2) sensor/road as unobserved. Both methods, however,
imply loss of temporal or spatial information. To address
this concern, data imputation is used to estimate missing
values through the analysis of traffic data dependencies or
distributions. Appropriate data imputation methods can accu-
rately restore missing data, thereby avoiding the performance
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degradation of various downstream data mining algorithms
in intelligent transportation systems.
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FIGURE 1. The traffic speed of East San Li He Avenue (Beijing) per 10
minutes on different days.

In addition, traffic data are highly cyclical and volatile in
nature, compared with typical time-series data (e.g., stock
indices and medical device data). Figure 1 shows the road
speed of East San Li He Avenue in Beijing, China, over a
five-day period. In general, the traffic speeds of successive
days are similar. For example, the road speed is low during
the morning and evening rush hours every day. Besides,
traffic speeds vary throughout the day due to a variety of
factors (e.g., weather, accidents, and dates.) and are highly
correlated with the road speeds immediately preceding and
following. Therefore, understanding how to combine the his-
torical data and observations prior to and following different
points in time is crucial to accomplish the missing data
imputation task.

In the literature, researchers designed algorithms for data
imputation based on statistical methods such as KNN [10],
ARIMA [11]. These methods, however, are only effective
for data with relatively simple distributions [12]. While
some researchers have presented probabilistic models [13]
and Gaussian distributions [14] using matrix decomposi-
tion [15], these methods are typically limited to statistical
and low-rank data [16]. In recent years, deep learning has
been widely utilized in the data imputation problem and
achieved outstanding performance. For example, Cao et al.
[17] proposed BRITS with a bidirectional recurrent neural
network structure to combine the data prior to and after the
residual location for imputation. Luo et al. [18] proposed
E2GAN based on the adversarial generative network [19]
structure to reconstruct the missing data. These studies,
however, are undermined by slow computation or conver-
gence on large datasets. Ye et al. [20] proposed GACN
that incorporates conventional neural network and graph
attention network. The GACN can estimate the missing value
based on spatial and temporal dependencies. Nonetheless,
the convolutional neural network-based structure results in
its performance being unremarkable when facing massive
missing. While current approaches have produced acceptable
results for the imputation of traffic data, some challenges
remain. For instance, parts of existing methods are overly
complicated and challenging to train [18]. Additionally, most
approaches consider only the temporal dependency within
the incomplete time series data, failing to take advantage of

the inherent periodicity of the traffic data. Furthermore, the
question of how to better extract features from residual data
continues thought-provoking.

To address the aforementioned issues and close the re-
search gaps, we propose a novel data imputation model
called Attention-Driven Recurrent Imputation Network
(ADRIN). Unlike previous models, we extract features from
both missing input and recent road speed to account for the
volatility and periodicity of traffic data. ADRIN employs
the long short-term memory network for imputation and
the multi-head self-attention [21] network to extract features
from missing data. Additionally, we apply the multi-head
self-attention mechanism in conjunction with the recent
traffic state to extract features associated with the histor-
ical information. The outputs of both modules are then
routed through a fusion module that incorporates a self-
attention layer and a linear layer to obtain the imputation
result. Additionally, considering the spatial correlations is
also essential for the missing data imputation, we designed
spatial information powered ADRIN that contains graph
convolutional network to extract spatial dependency in the
road networks. We also design a new loss function to aid
in training model. The major contributions and efforts are
listed as following:

• We propose a novel network structure, Attention-driven
Recurrent Neural Imputation Network (ADRIN) for re-
constructing the incomplete input and historical average
to improve the missing traffic data.

• We devise the long short-term memory for imputation
(LSTM-I) that is designed for intermittent time-series
data. In ADRIN, this LSTM-I network is integrated
with multi-head self-attention mechanism to extract
temporal features from the incomplete input.

• We propose a GCN empowered ADRIN that can im-
pute the incomplete data based on the spatial-temporal
information, the performance of the enhanced model
demonstrates that the outstanding scalability of ADRIN.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments and analysis on
three real-world traffic speed datasets, and the results
demonstrate that our approach outperforms existing
models by a significant margin. In addition, we investi-
gate the role of the constituent components in ADRIN
through ablation experiments and parameter tests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly summarize the existing data imputation research.
In Section III, we introduce the formulation of the proposed
ADRIN, and give details to its constituting components
and training process. Then, we present the experiments and
discussions in section IV. Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK
The subject of missing data imputation has gathered con-
siderable interest from researchers with the growth of traffic
big data research. In this section, we provide a systematic
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review of related literature and classify these approaches into
three categories: statistical learning-based methods, matrix
factorization-based methods, and deep learning-based meth-
ods.

A. STATISTICAL LEARNING-BASED METHODS
Conventional statistical learning-based methods perform
simple statistical operations for the missing data imputation
task, such as linear interpolation [22] and complementing the
missing values with history average or the last observation
[23], which can address the problem only for simple data dis-
tributions. Some researchers proposed computing the missing
values using data surrounding the missing positions in the
feature matrix, such as the classical K-Nearest Neighbors
Algorithm (KNN) algorithm [10], which imputes the missing
by averaging the K nearest neighbors around. ARIMA [11]
and its variants [24] impute the missing values by prediction
based on historical data. Nevertheless, unlike the other
methods for imputation, these approaches are unable to make
effective use of the feature collected after the missing occurs.
The constraint method [25] establishes rules for completing
the missing value based on the overall data characteristics
in the dataset; however, this approach is applicable only to
univariate data and is less effective in the majority of the
practiced scenarios involving multivariate data.

B. MATRIX FACTORIZATION-BASED METHODS
Matrix Factorization [15] discovers correlations within the
data and imputes missing values by decomposing and re-
constructing the traffic data matrix. Temporal Regularized
Matrix Factorization (TRMF) [26] is a time-series imputation
method that makes use of regularization schemes and a
scalable matrix factorization approach. Additionally, Aude
et al. [14] introduced Probabilistic Principal Component
Analysis (PPCA) to matrix factorization, which presumes
that the latent features of the observed data conform to a
Gaussian distribution. Chen et al. [13] employed a more
sophisticated low-rank tensor complementation algorithm
to recover missing data. The proposed Bayesian Gaussia
Candecomp/Parafac (BGCP) tensor decomposition method
converts the original data matrix to a high-dimensional tensor
and then describes and recovers the incomplete matrix.
However, the matrix factorization-based methods need input
with specific shape, which limit their application.

C. DEEP LEARNING-BASED METHODS
In the last decade, an increasing number of researchers have
used deep learning techniques to extract the spatio-temporal
dependencies for missing data imputation. Based on the
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [27] for its time-series
data modeling capability, GRUD [28] smooths the input
using the historical average and the most recent observation
before inputting into gated recurrent units [29]. Cao et al.
[17] proposed BRITS, a bi-directional RNN structure for
imputation that takes into account both the forward and back-

ward directions of time-series data. However, the stepwise
computation of RNNs renders their slow speed and high
memory usage. Referring to the image coloring problem,
Denoising Stacked Autoencoders (DSAE) [30] combines
denoising and stacked encoders to estimate the unobserved
values in the traffic data matrix. DSAE begins by encoding
the data to extract implicit features and then decoding them
to perform fitting and completion. However, it has certain
limitations in terms of introducing significant fluctuations
into the data.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based models
[19] aim to generate the missing value by learning the
general distribution of the training data. In Generative Adver-
sarial Imputation Nets (GAIN) [31], the generator develops
the complete data from observations and noise input, while
the discriminator verifies the authenticity of the generated
data. Additionally, Luo et al. [18] proposed E2GAN as
an extension of GAN by incorporating an encoder-decoder
RNN structure to the generator and discriminator to better
model the temporal dependency. However, there are com-
putation speed and convergence issues on large datasets.
Mao et al. [32] proposed a novel data complementation
model SSGAN by combining GAN and BRITS. The model,
on the other hand, requires labeled categories in the input
temporal data, limiting its applicability to the real-world
scenarios. Recently, due to the superiority ability of attention
mechanism to model the inter-feature dependencies, scholars
introduced it to the text to aid in the missing data imputation
task [33], [34], [16]. In [33], Yang et al. utilized the graph
attention neural network [35] to learn the spatial dependence
of data. In [34], Wu et al. applied the attention mechanism to
model the correlation between features and solve the problem
of missing data in database scenarios, limiting his applica-
tion. In [16], based on the GAIN, Zhang et al. introduced
the self-attention mechanism to better model the temporal
dependence, but the problem of training difficulty persists.
The GACN [20] applies convolutional neural network and
graph attention network to extract the temporal and spatial
dependencies, respectively. Nevertheless, when estimating
the continuous missing, the CNN-based structure is limited
due to the size of the receptive field. In this paper, the
proposed ADRIN exploits incomplete input and historical
average to impute the missing traffic data. Unlike the other
models that are difficult to interpret and train, our model
have more intuitive structure and straight forward training
process.

Another related research problem is filling the missing
vehicle trajectory data points. Shi et al. proposed a Monte-
Carlo-based lane marking identification approach [36] to
extract the vehicle trajectory data. In [37], the authors
proposed a car-following-based (CF-based) vehicle trajectory
connection method that can fill missing data points caused
by detection errors. However, since these methods focus on
the processing of individual vehicle data, the missing traffic
data imputation concentrates on the road state under the city
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scale. Therefore, the respective solutions cannot be directly
adopted for the missing data imputation task.

III. ATTENTION-DRIVEN RECURRENT IMPUTATION
NETWORK
In this section, we elaborate on the proposed Attention-
Driven Recurrent Imputation Network (ADRIN). To begin,
we define the traffic missing data imputation problem in
detail. Subsequently, the framework of ADRIN is introduced,
including the technical components of ADRIN, and the loss
function of ADRIN is defined. Additionally, we extend the
model to graph domain by proposing a GCN-based variant
of ADRIN, which is presented in the end of this section.

A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Traffic speed data imputation aims to predict the missing
data points with known observed traffic speed data. Given
the ground truth road speed data Y ∈ Rn×T , we have
the observed input feature map with missing data points
denoted by X(?) = (xij) ∈ Rn×T , where n represents
the number of spatial nodes (e.g., sensor stations or road
segments), T represents the number of timesteps in a day,
and xij represents the observed data point of node i at
the j-th timestep. To extrude the missing data points in
neural computing, we additionally define a mask matrix (also
known as binary flag matrix) M = (mij) ∈ Rn×T as

mij =

{
0, if data point xij is recorded;
1, if data point xij is missing.

(1)

For conveniently understanding, a matrix forms of the
incomplete traffic data and the corresponding mask matrix
is illustrated below:

X(?) =

36 40 ? 45 41
40 44 46 48 ?
28 ? 40 35 46

 , M =

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0

 .

It can be observed that data values at positions
(1, 3),(2, 5),(3, 2) are missing in the feature matrix with
missing data denoted by question marks. Their correspond-
ing binary values are 1 while the values of other observed
data points are 0 in their respective mask matrix. The
objective of missing data imputation is to restore the missing
data points by interpolating synthesized data values. The
error between Ŷ and Y should be minimized, where Ŷ is
the imputation result.

There are two common patterns of missing data in the
literatures, namely, missing completely at random (MCAR)
and missing not at random (MNAR) [38], [39], which are
illustrated in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In MCAR,
the distribution of missing data is dispersed and random in
time series, while the missing data points appear in continu-
ous time points in MNAR. Comparatively, MNAR is a more
challenging problem to solve due to the lack of neighboring
information essential for recovering a single missing point.
To evaluate the capacity of ADRIN on different missing data
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of different missing types. The shaded blocks
represent the missing data points.

with different missing patterns, both patterns are investigated
in this work.

B. ATTENTION-DRIVEN RECURRENT IMPUTATION
NETWORK (ADRIN)
Figure 3 depicts the framework of ADRIN. We construct
two main data processing flows, as illustrated in the left
and right parts of Figure 3 based on the time-series features
of traffic speed data. The left flow focuses on extracting
typical temporal feature from the incomplete input, i.e.,
X(?) = (X⃗

(?)
1 , ..., X⃗

(?)
T ). Considering the strong periodical

correlations in the traffic data within contiguous days as
shown in Figure 1, we additionally construct the right flow,
which accepts the historical average data matrix X(a) =

(X⃗
(a)
1 , ..., X⃗

(a)
T ) as input by averaging the data of the re-

cent seven days before the incomplete input. Considering
that urban sensors are more likely to have similar missing
conditions on adjoining days in the real world, so we set the
historical data to have the same missing pattern (i.e., missing
pattern and missing rate) with the target day. And this impact
of historical data will be discussed in Section F. To avoid the
influence of extreme value, we first fill the missing position
by the average speed of each day in these days. The output
of these two flows are two hidden feature matrices, denoted
by H = (H⃗1, ..., H⃗T ) and H∗ = (H⃗∗

1 , ..., H⃗
∗
T ), respectively.

The former contains extracted temporal information between
timesteps, while the latter incorporates the periodic time
series information. In the end, a Fusion Module is devised
to aggregate the outputs of two flows (i.e., H and H∗) and
develop the imputed data Ŷ ∈ Rn×T .

We tailor a few advanced neural network-based ap-
proaches according to the time-series traffic speed data and
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�(1 � ~M2)

<latexit sha1_base64="THdbAEBNXDHlky99XEe9ILG/ZOE=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgZbpS4sSVF0WXDjRqhgH9CEMJlM2qGTTJiZFErIxl9x40IRt36GO//G6WOhrQcuHM65l3vv8RNGpbKsb6Owsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zumfsHbclTgUkLc8ZF10eSMBqTlqKKkW4iCIp8Rjr+8Hbid0ZESMrjRzVOiBuhfkxDipHSkmceVRwecAWr9oUzIji7z72snp9XPLNs1awp4DKx56QM5mh65pcTcJxGJFaYISl7tpUoN0NCUcxIXnJSSRKEh6hPeprGKCLSzaYP5PBUKwEMudAVKzhVf09kKJJyHPm6M0JqIBe9ifif10tVeONmNE5SRWI8WxSmDCoOJ2nAgAqCFRtrgrCg+laIB0ggrHRmJR2CvfjyMmnXa/Zl7eqhXm6czeMogmNwAqrABtegAe5AE7QABjl4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDmM4fgD4zPH5talQw=</latexit>

�(1 � ~MT )

<latexit sha1_base64="mDZXu1BL4EPwsd8N5nwVuek3vVc=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgZbpS4sSVF0WXDjRqjQ1kITwmQyaYdOMmFmUighG3/FjQtF3PoZ7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69x08Ylcqyvo3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+4fdCRPBSZtzBkXXR9JwmhM2ooqRrqJICjyGXn0h7cT/3FEhKQ8bqlxQtwI9WMaUoyUljzzqOLwgCtYtS+cEcHZfe5lrfy84pllq2ZNAZeJPSdlMEfTM7+cgOM0IrHCDEnZs61EuRkSimJG8pKTSpIgPER90tM0RhGRbjZ9IIenWglgyIWuWMGp+nsiQ5GU48jXnRFSA7noTcT/vF6qwhs3o3GSKhLj2aIwZVBxOEkDBlQQrNhYE4QF1bdCPEACYaUzK+kQ7MWXl0mnXrMva1cP9XLjbB5HERyDE1AFNrgGDXAHmqANMMjBM3gFb8aT8WK8Gx+z1oIxnzkEf2B8/gDPSJUu</latexit>

� ~MT

<latexit sha1_base64="WCzSY7zF3MR5Xwh70xI+M6bxPKY=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBlvFVUmKosuCGzdChb6gCWEymbZDJ5kwMymEEH/FjQtF3Poh7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXl80pM8EZh0MWdcDHwkCaMR6SqqGBnEgqDQZ6TvT+/mfn9GhKQ86qg0Jm6IxhEdUYyUljyzWnd4wBV0ZgRnD7mXdfK6Z9ashrUAXCd2QWqgQNszv5yA4yQkkcIMSTm0rVi5GRKKYkbyipNIEiM8RWMy1DRCIZFutjg+h+daCeCIC12Rggv190SGQinT0NedIVITuerNxf+8YaJGt25GozhRJMLLRaOEQcXhPAkYUEGwYqkmCAuqb4V4ggTCSudV0SHYqy+vk16zYV81rh+btdZFEUcZnIIzcAlscANa4B60QRdgkIJn8ArejCfjxXg3PpatJaOYqYI/MD5/ABv7lFc=</latexit>

� ~M2

<latexit sha1_base64="KWXAP/mdPPPz8iz/QJ2QbbMfU58=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYKu4KklRdFlw40aoYB/QhDCZTNqhk0yYmRRCiL/ixoUibv0Qd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7j58wKpVlfRtr6xubW9uVneru3v7BoXl03JM8FZh0MWdcDHwkCaMx6SqqGBkkgqDIZ6TvT25nfn9KhKQ8flRZQtwIjWIaUoyUljyz1nB4wBV0pgTn94WXt4qGZ9atpjUHXCV2SeqgRMczv5yA4zQiscIMSTm0rUS5ORKKYkaKqpNKkiA8QSMy1DRGEZFuPj++gGdaCWDIha5Ywbn6eyJHkZRZ5OvOCKmxXPZm4n/eMFXhjZvTOEkVifFiUZgyqDicJQEDKghWLNMEYUH1rRCPkUBY6byqOgR7+eVV0ms17cvm1UOr3j4v46iAE3AKLoANrkEb3IEO6AIMMvAMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6J1zShnauAPjM8f6CCUNQ==</latexit>

� ~M3

<latexit sha1_base64="Fxoyf/lW8Jx0BvYOiZUzS18zJ+g=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBlvFVUmqosuCGzdCBfuAJoTJZNIOnWTCzKQQQvwVNy4UceuHuPNvnD4W2nrgwuGce7n3Hj9hVCrL+jZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+gXl41JU8FZh0MGdc9H0kCaMx6SiqGOkngqDIZ6Tnj2+nfm9ChKQ8flRZQtwIDWMaUoyUljyzWnd4wBV0JgTn94WXXxR1z6xZDWsGuErsBamBBdqe+eUEHKcRiRVmSMqBbSXKzZFQFDNSVJxUkgThMRqSgaYxioh089nxBTzVSgBDLnTFCs7U3xM5iqTMIl93RkiN5LI3Ff/zBqkKb9ycxkmqSIzni8KUQcXhNAkYUEGwYpkmCAuqb4V4hATCSudV0SHYyy+vkm6zYV82rh6atdbZIo4yOAYn4BzY4Bq0wB1ogw7AIAPP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS8Zipgr+wPj8AemmlDY=</latexit>

~̂XT

<latexit sha1_base64="bUiFtbrObOKVAqzSc0YX7f56sOA=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwVbxVJKi6LHgxWOFfkETwma7bZduNmF3Uggh/hUvHhTx6g/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlTYNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnpx2VZRIQjsk4pHsB1hRzgTtAANO+7GkOAw47QXT+7nfm1GpWCTakMbUC/FYsBEjGLTkm5WaO8GQuTNKsn6e+1k7r/lm1a7bC1jrxClIFRVo+eaXO4xIElIBhGOlBo4dg5dhCYxwmpfdRNEYkyke04GmAodUedni+Ny60MrQGkVSlwBrof6eyHCoVBoGujPEMFGr3lz8zxskMLrzMibiBKggy0WjhFsQWfMkrCGTlABPNcFEMn2rRSZYYgI6r7IOwVl9eZ10G3Xnun7z2Kg2L4s4SugMnaMr5KBb1EQPqIU6iKAUPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/GxbN0wipkK+gPj8wfAxJTB</latexit>

~̂XT

<latexit sha1_base64="bUiFtbrObOKVAqzSc0YX7f56sOA=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwVbxVJKi6LHgxWOFfkETwma7bZduNmF3Uggh/hUvHhTx6g/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMviDlTYNvfxsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRsnpx2VZRIQjsk4pHsB1hRzgTtAANO+7GkOAw47QXT+7nfm1GpWCTakMbUC/FYsBEjGLTkm5WaO8GQuTNKsn6e+1k7r/lm1a7bC1jrxClIFRVo+eaXO4xIElIBhGOlBo4dg5dhCYxwmpfdRNEYkyke04GmAodUedni+Ny60MrQGkVSlwBrof6eyHCoVBoGujPEMFGr3lz8zxskMLrzMibiBKggy0WjhFsQWfMkrCGTlABPNcFEMn2rRSZYYgI6r7IOwVl9eZ10G3Xnun7z2Kg2L4s4SugMnaMr5KBb1EQPqIU6iKAUPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/GxbN0wipkK+gPj8wfAxJTB</latexit>

~̂X2

<latexit sha1_base64="v/es7xgTWd4txN5wUibffzbJfm0=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16CbaKp5IURY8FLx4r2A9oQthsp+3SzSbsbgohxL/ixYMiXv0h3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBTGjUtn2t1Ha2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PzOOTrowSQaBDIhaJfoAlMMqho6hi0I8F4DBg0Aumd3O/NwMhacQfVRqDF+IxpyNKsNKSb1br7gSrzJ0Byfp57mfNvO6bNbthL2CtE6cgNVSg7Ztf7jAiSQhcEYalHDh2rLwMC0UJg7ziJhJiTKZ4DANNOQ5Betni+Nw618rQGkVCF1fWQv09keFQyjQMdGeI1USuenPxP2+QqNGtl1EeJwo4WS4aJcxSkTVPwhpSAUSxVBNMBNW3WmSCBSZK51XRITirL6+TbrPhXDWuH5q11kURRxmdojN0iRx0g1roHrVRBxGUomf0it6MJ+PFeDc+lq0lo5ipoj8wPn8AjPiUnw==</latexit>

~̂X2

<latexit sha1_base64="v/es7xgTWd4txN5wUibffzbJfm0=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16CbaKp5IURY8FLx4r2A9oQthsp+3SzSbsbgohxL/ixYMiXv0h3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBTGjUtn2t1Ha2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PzOOTrowSQaBDIhaJfoAlMMqho6hi0I8F4DBg0Aumd3O/NwMhacQfVRqDF+IxpyNKsNKSb1br7gSrzJ0Byfp57mfNvO6bNbthL2CtE6cgNVSg7Ztf7jAiSQhcEYalHDh2rLwMC0UJg7ziJhJiTKZ4DANNOQ5Betni+Nw618rQGkVCF1fWQv09keFQyjQMdGeI1USuenPxP2+QqNGtl1EeJwo4WS4aJcxSkTVPwhpSAUSxVBNMBNW3WmSCBSZK51XRITirL6+TbrPhXDWuH5q11kURRxmdojN0iRx0g1roHrVRBxGUomf0it6MJ+PFeDc+lq0lo5ipoj8wPn8AjPiUnw==</latexit>

~̂X1

<latexit sha1_base64="rqIJEmfP3tn8tsqnf4AOApsq6ao=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CbaKp5IURY8FLx4r2A9oQthst+3SzSbsbgohxL/ixYMiXv0h3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBTGjUtn2t1Ha2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PzOOTrowSgUkHRywS/QBJwignHUUVI/1YEBQGjPSC6d3c782IkDTijyqNiReiMacjipHSkm9W6+4EqcydEZz189zPnLzumzW7YS9grROnIDUo0PbNL3cY4SQkXGGGpBw4dqy8DAlFMSN5xU0kiRGeojEZaMpRSKSXLY7PrXOtDK1RJHRxZS3U3xMZCqVMw0B3hkhN5Ko3F//zBoka3XoZ5XGiCMfLRaOEWSqy5klYQyoIVizVBGFB9a0WniCBsNJ5VXQIzurL66TbbDhXjeuHZq11UcRRhlM4g0tw4AZacA9t6ACGFJ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+lq0lo5ipwh8Ynz+LcpSe</latexit>

~̂X1

<latexit sha1_base64="rqIJEmfP3tn8tsqnf4AOApsq6ao=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oj16CbaKp5IURY8FLx4r2A9oQthst+3SzSbsbgohxL/ixYMiXv0h3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBTGjUtn2t1Ha2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PzOOTrowSgUkHRywS/QBJwignHUUVI/1YEBQGjPSC6d3c782IkDTijyqNiReiMacjipHSkm9W6+4EqcydEZz189zPnLzumzW7YS9grROnIDUo0PbNL3cY4SQkXGGGpBw4dqy8DAlFMSN5xU0kiRGeojEZaMpRSKSXLY7PrXOtDK1RJHRxZS3U3xMZCqVMw0B3hkhN5Ko3F//zBoka3XoZ5XGiCMfLRaOEWSqy5klYQyoIVizVBGFB9a0WniCBsNJ5VXQIzurL66TbbDhXjeuHZq11UcRRhlM4g0tw4AZacA9t6ACGFJ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+lq0lo5ipwh8Ynz+LcpSe</latexit>

~H1

<latexit sha1_base64="bZIu+vJT5YiM5OWgBpu5tm6DqqE=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LLaKp5IURY8FLz1WsB/QhrDZbtulm03Y3RRqyC/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzpR3n29rY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo9K9vFJW0WJJLRFIh7JboAV5UzQlmaa024sKQ4DTjvB5H7ud6ZUKhaJRz2LqRfikWBDRrA2km+XKml/SknayDI/dbOKb5edqrMAWiduTsqQo+nbX/1BRJKQCk04VqrnOrH2Uiw1I5xmxX6iaIzJBI9oz1CBQ6q8dHF4hi6MMkDDSJoSGi3U3xMpDpWahYHpDLEeq1VvLv7n9RI9vPNSJuJEU0GWi4YJRzpC8xTQgElKNJ8Zgolk5lZExlhiok1WRROCu/ryOmnXqu519eahVq5f5nEU4AzO4QpcuIU6NKAJLSCQwDO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHsnXDymdO4Q+szx9Y9pLN</latexit>

~H2

<latexit sha1_base64="BHWEhyknjZQsD0UrT5G4DpxhulY=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LLaKp5IURY8FLz1WsB/QhrDZTtulm03Y3RRqyC/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzpR3n29rY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo9K9vFJW0WJpNCiEY9kNyAKOBPQ0kxz6MYSSBhw6AST+7nfmYJULBKPehaDF5KRYENGiTaSb5cqaX8KNG1kmZ/Wsopvl52qswBeJ25OyihH07e/+oOIJiEITTlRquc6sfZSIjWjHLJiP1EQEzohI+gZKkgIyksXh2f4wigDPIykKaHxQv09kZJQqVkYmM6Q6LFa9ebif14v0cM7L2UiTjQIulw0TDjWEZ6ngAdMAtV8ZgihkplbMR0TSag2WRVNCO7qy+ukXau619Wbh1q5fpnHUUBn6BxdIRfdojpqoCZqIYoS9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHsnXDymdO0R9Ynz9afJLO</latexit>

~HT

<latexit sha1_base64="nDQekLs/IiX40M/YAeg28EqyBnk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GWwVVyUpii4Lbrqs0Be0IUymN+3QyYOZSaGGfIkbF4q49VPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89XsyZVJb1bRS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OyeXLalVEiKHRoxCPR94gEzkLoKKY49GMBJPA49Lzpw8LvzUBIFoVtNY/BCcg4ZD6jRGnJNcvVdDgDmjazzE3bWdU1K1bNWgJvEjsnFZSj5Zpfw1FEkwBCRTmRcmBbsXJSIhSjHLLSMJEQEzolYxhoGpIApJMuD8/wpVZG2I+ErlDhpfp7IiWBlPPA050BURO57i3E/7xBovx7J2VhnCgI6WqRn3CsIrxIAY+YAKr4XBNCBdO3YjohglClsyrpEOz1lzdJt16zb2q3j/VK4yqPo4jO0QW6Rja6Qw3URC3UQRQl6Bm9ojfjyXgx3o2PVWvByGfO0B8Ynz+OSJLw</latexit>

~H⇤
T

<latexit sha1_base64="/JUr1GeFiy3OTrrsLdbFdYYp+70=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBltFXJSkKLosuOmyQl/QxjCZTtqhkwczk0IY4q+4caGIWz/EnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/fe48WMCmlZ30ZhY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Mo9PuiJKOCYdHLGI9z0kCKMh6UgqGenHnKDAY6TnTe/nfm9GuKBR2JZpTJwAjUPqU4ykllyzXFXDGcGqmWWP6ipzVTurumbFqlkLwHVi56QCcrRc82s4inASkFBihoQY2FYsHYW4pJiRrDRMBIkRnqIxGWgaooAIRy2Oz+C5VkbQj7iuUMKF+ntCoUCINPB0Z4DkRKx6c/E/b5BI/85RNIwTSUK8XOQnDMoIzpOAI8oJlizVBGFO9a0QTxBHWOq8SjoEe/XlddKt1+zr2s1DvdK4yOMoglNwBi6BDW5BAzRBC3QABil4Bq/gzXgyXox342PZWjDymTL4A+PzB4KPlJg=</latexit>

~H⇤
1

<latexit sha1_base64="dVkj1xCMlnrhcM/QGhCBK0hLenc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBltFXJSkKLosuOmygn1AG8NkOmmHTiZhZlIIQ/wVNy4UceuHuPNvnD4WWj1w4XDOvdx7T5AwKpXjfFmFtfWNza3idmlnd2//wD486sg4FZi0ccxi0QuQJIxy0lZUMdJLBEFRwEg3mNzO/O6UCEljfq+yhHgRGnEaUoyUkXy7XNWDKcG6mecP+iL3tZtXfbvi1Jw54F/iLkkFLNHy7c/BMMZpRLjCDEnZd51EeRoJRTEjeWmQSpIgPEEj0jeUo4hIT8+Pz+GpUYYwjIUpruBc/TmhUSRlFgWmM0JqLFe9mfif109VeONpypNUEY4Xi8KUQRXDWRJwSAXBimWGICyouRXiMRIIK5NXyYTgrr78l3TqNfeydnVXrzTOlnEUwTE4AefABdegAZqgBdoAgww8gRfwaj1az9ab9b5oLVjLmTL4BevjG009lHU=</latexit>

X(a) 2 Rn⇥T

<latexit sha1_base64="07e1EvtAfrBM93iLBpmD2vr60qs=">AAACF3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFogWVpUoqEIyVWBgL6ktqQuW4TmvVcSLbQaqi/AULv8LCAEKssPE3OG0GaDmSpeNz7tW993gRo1JZ1rdRWFldW98obpa2tnd298z9g44MY4FJG4csFD0PScIoJ21FFSO9SBAUeIx0vcl15ncfiJA05C01jYgboBGnPsVIaWlg1ipOgNTY85Neep9U0VkKHcrhXPSSOy3qn6IBkbCVVgZm2apZM8BlYuekDHI0B+aXMwxxHBCuMENS9m0rUm6ChKKYkbTkxJJECE/QiPQ15UgPcpPZXSk80coQ+qHQjys4U393JCiQchp4ujLbVy56mfif14+Vf+UmlEexIhzPB/kxgyqEWUhwSAXBik01QVhQvSvEYyQQVjrKkg7BXjx5mXTqNfu8dnFbLzdO8ziK4AgcgyqwwSVogBvQBG2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342NeWjDynkPwB8bnDxovnyw=</latexit>

Ŷ 2 Rn⇥T

<latexit sha1_base64="FK/ljdsRc78U/4ycTMpGBg2A0dE=">AAACF3icbVC5TsNAEF1zhnAZKGlWJCCqyI5AUEaioQwoF4pDtN6sk1XWa2t3jBRZ/gsafoWGAoRooeNv2BwFJDxppDdvZjQzz48F1+A439bS8srq2npuI7+5tb2za+/tN3SUKMrqNBKRavlEM8ElqwMHwVqxYiT0BWv6w6txvfnAlOaRrMEoZp2Q9CUPOCVgpK5dKnoDAqkXEhj4QXqXZdjjEk9zP73N7lOTAQ+ZxrWs2LULTsmZAC8Sd0YKaIZq1/7yehFNQiaBCqJ123Vi6KREAaeCZXkv0SwmdEj6rG2oJGZRJ538leFjo/RwECkTEvBE/T2RklDrUeibzvG9er42Fv+rtRMILjspl3ECTNLpoiARGCI8Ngn3uGIUxMgQQhU3t2I6IIpQMFbmjQnu/MuLpFEuuWel85tyoXIysyOHDtEROkUuukAVdI2qqI4oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbl6zZzAH6A+vzB/v6n7Y=</latexit>

FIGURE 3. The overall architecture of the proposed ADRIN for traffic data imputation.

integrated them into ADRIN. Particularly, we first recast the
vanilla LSTM and propose an LSTM for Imputation (LSTM-
I), which accepts inputs with missing data. The LSTM-I
estimates missing values by forward prediction to develop
the predicted feature map X̂. Additionally, we employ the
multi-head self-attention mechanism [21], which has been
demonstrated to be effective in handling time-series prob-
lems [16], [40], in the data processing flows as Multi-head
Self-attention Layer (MSL) to respectively extract temporal
dependency in X̂ and historical features X(a), and obtain
the hidden feature matrices H and H∗. In the following
subsections, we first formulate LSTM-I and multi-head self-
attention into layers in the data processing flow as illustrated
in Figure 3. Then, we elaborate on the fusion module that
combines the time-series and historical feature to generate
the imputation.

1) LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR IMPUTATION
LAYER (LSTM-I)
In recent years, LSTM has made numerous achievements
in temporal data modeling tasks, particularly in time-series
predictions [41], [42]. In comparison to the vanilla RNN,
LSTM can prevent gradient explosion during the learning
process. Nevertheless, for the majority of existing LSTM
networks, the input time-series data must be complete. This
requirement, however, is impractical in the investigated traf-
fic data scenarios. Therefore, we refactor the existing LSTM
networks and propose LSTM-I dedicated to process the input
with missing data points.

As shown in Figure 3, at timestep t, X⃗
(?)
t denotes the

incomplete observation and X⃗∗
t is the prediction. When the

input X⃗t contains missing data, we combine the X⃗(?)
t and X⃗∗

t

as current input. Specifically, the remodeled LSTM-I uses
the predicted value from the previous timestep to impute the
incomplete value at the current timestep, which can better
utilize the observed values. For each timestep, the LSTM-I
employs the estimation and observed values to restore the
feature as following.

ˆ⃗
Xt = X⃗∗

t ⊙ M⃗t + X⃗
(?)
t ⊙ (1− M⃗t), (2)

where the M⃗t ∈ M represents the missing positions in t-
th timestep as defined in A, and ⊙ denotes the Hadamard
product.

For each layer of LSTM-I, the LSTM cell with shared
parameters is used for the computation. For the t-th LSTM
Cell, the input includes the cell state ct−1 at the previous
timestep, the hidden feature ht−1 and the input ˆ⃗

Xt. There
are three types of gating units in an LSTM cell, namely,
input gate it, forget gate ft, and output gate ot, which are
used to decide whether to add/remove information to/from a
cell state. These gates adaptively save the input information
to the current memory state and develop the hidden feature
ht ∈ Rd, where d is the dimension size of the hidden feature
of the LSTM cell output, which is defined here as the size
of LSTM. The entire computation process of LSTM cell is
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shown below:

it = σ(Wi · [ ˆ⃗Xt;ht−1] + bi), (3)

ft = σ(Wf · [ ˆ⃗Xt;ht−1] + bf ), (4)

gt = tanh(Wg · [ ˆ⃗Xt;ht−1] + bg), (5)

ot = σ(Wo · [ ˆ⃗Xt;ht−1] + bo), (6)
ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ gt, (7)
ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct), (8)

where gt is the cell input activation vector, Wg ∈ Rd×2n and
bg ∈ Rd are the weight matrix and bias parameters of the
cell, respectively; Wi,Wf ,Wo ∈ Rd×2n denote the weight
matrices of the input, forget and output gates, respectively;
bi, bf , bo ∈ Rd are the bias parameters of the corresponding
gates; Rd×2n and bo ∈ Rd are the weight matrix and bias
matrix of the memory cell, respectively; σ represents the
sigmoid activation function. Additionally, prediction X⃗∗

t+1 at
the next timestep is calculated based on the hidden feature ht

by X⃗∗
t+1 = Wh · ht +bh, where Wh ∈ Rn×d and bh ∈ Rn

are the weight and bias matrix, respectively.
Currently, there are some works that apply RNN-based

structure to deal with the missing data problem. GRU-D [28]
first employs the historical average to fill the missing values
and accepts the time-series input. Additionally, the LSTM
with a mask can also handle the missing data. However,
the former introduces too many noises from the historical
data, especially when facing non-recurrent traffic patterns,
like traffic accidents. If the missing rate is high, the latter will
be hard to learn the temporal dependency in the sparse data
within the direct mask operation. In this way, we propose the
LSTM-I to avoid the influence of missing position, which
can better extract the temporal features.

2) MULTI-HEAD SELF-ATTENTION LAYER (MSL)
Although the enhanced LSTM-I is able to estimate the
missing data step-by-step; however, it has limitation to model
the dependency of long time series data, especially traffic
data often have hundreds of timesteps in one day. Therefore,
we apply the multi-head self-attention mechanism that has
been demonstrated to be effective in extracting temporal de-
pendencies [40], [43] for further feature extraction of output
of LSTM-I X̂ and the historical average X(a). The multi-
head operation can perform the self-attention mechanism
in several sub-spaces separately, and then combines all the
results after obtaining them. The output matrix with the same
shape as the input time series can be developed by recasting
with a fully-connected layer.

For self-attention computation, we define the time-series
input as X ∈ RT×n (corresponding to the transposition
of X̂ and X(a)). There are three defined components in
the computation of the self-attention mechanism, namely,
the query matrix Q = X · Wq ∈ RT×T , the key matrix
K = X ·Wk ∈ RT×T and the value matrix V = X ·Wv ∈

RT×n, where Wq,Wk ∈ Rn×T and Wv ∈ Rn×n are the
parameter matrices of the corresponding parts, respectively.
The attention matrix E is subsequently computed by 1

E = softmax(
QKT

√
T

) ∈ RT×T . (9)

Here, the softmax function is used to convert the attention
matrix into a probability matrix, and the probabilities of all
columns sum to 1. Thus, Eij represents the influence of the
i-th time point on the j-th time point. The dynamic impact
of traffic speed data on different time points on the j-th
time point can be captured by multiplying the weights of
the j-th column with the value matrix V and calculating the
accumulation. The output of the self-attention mechanism is
denoted by Z, which can be computed by

Z = attention(X) = EV = softmax(
QKT

√
T

)V. (10)

For multi-head self-attention computation, we follow the
paradigm in [21] that involves multiple attention mechanisms
to compute their respective output Zi, i..H separately, where
H is the number of attention heads. This allows learning in
different attentional subspaces derived by Eq. (10) separately,
which is capable of capturing richer feature relationships.
Finally, we concatenate all Zi inputs to the linear layer to
get the final output, which can be formulated as

Output = concat(Z1, ...,Zh)Wc, (11)

where Output is the final output of MSL that corresponding
to the hidden states H and H∗, and Wc is the parameter
weight of the linear layer.

3) FUSION MODULE
To aggregate the output of the two flows and develop the final
imputed data, a Fusion Module is devised that incorporates
a Single-head Self-attention Layer and a Linear Layer. The
Single-head Self-attention Layer is the one-head version of
MSL in which the input is the concatenation of the output
of the two flows. After the attentional computation, we use
a fully-connected neural network in the Linear Layer to
develop the final imputed results, which is defined by

Ŷ = attention(concat(H,H∗))Wl + bl, (12)

where attention(·) represents the attention computation as
introduced in Eq. (10), Wl and bl are the parameters of the
linear layer, and Ŷ is the final imputed results of ADRIN.

4) LOSS FUNCTION
To restrict the output of LSTM-I to obey the distribution of
the speed matrix while accelerating the model convergence,
we define respective loss functions for LSTM-I and the final
output. Given the ground truth road speed data Y ∈ Rn×T

1The T in KT denotes the transposition in Eq. (9) and (10)
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and the imputed output Ŷ, we define the masked loss
function L1, which is formulated as

L1(Y, Ŷ) = |M⊙Y −M⊙ Ŷ|, (13)

where M ∈ Rn×T is the mask matrix defined in Section A
to indicate the missing data points.

To ensure X̂ (i.e., the output of LSTM-I) is similar
with X(?) (i.e., the input of LSTM-I), and accelerate the
convergence speed of LSTM-I, we define the loss function
L2 as

L2(Y, X̂) = |M⊙Y −M⊙ X̂|. (14)

Combining the above two sub-loss functions, we have the
final loss function L, which is formulated as

L = L1(Y, Ŷ) + L2(Y, X̂). (15)

C. GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK-EMPOWERED
ADRIN
Plenty of works [44], [20] has shown that spatial information
is essential for road-based tasks like traffic state prediction
and traffic data imputation. However, over-reliance on spa-
tial information will limit the application scenarios of the
proposed model. For example, geographic information of
some roads or sensors may be unretrievable due to security
or privacy reasons. In this way, we only propose a vanilla
extension version of ADRIN, named GCN-ADRIN, which
incorporates the ADRIN and graph conventional network
(GCN) [45]. Except for the merit as introduced in ADRIN,
the GCN-ADRIN is able to estimate the missing considering
the spatial information.

The road network can be represented by a directional
graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of road segments (i.e.,
nodes) and E is the set of road intersections (i.e., edges). The
adjacency matrix A = {Iij} is generated by a thresholded
Gaussian kernel method:

Iij =

1, when i ̸= j and exp

(
−dist(vi, vj)

κ2

)
⩾ µ

0, otherwise.
,

(16)

where Iij denotes the connectivity between nodes vi and vj ,
which depends on their Euclidean space distance defined by
dist(vi, vj); µ and κ are the user-defined parameters which
are to control the sparsity of graph, and their values are set
in accordance with [46].

Figure 4 depicts the structure of the extension part that
contains two vanilla GCN layers. To avoid overfitting and
debilitating performance, we utilize the skip-connection [47]
to calculate the final output of the extension part.

X̂(out) = σ
(
D̃− 1

2 ÂD̃− 1
2 X̂Wg

)
+ X̂, (17)

where Â = A+ In denotes the sum of adjacent matrix and
self-connection, In is the identity matrix, D̃ =

∑
j Âij is the

degree matrix, Wg ∈ Rn×n is the weighted matrix, X̂(out)

is the output of this module, and σ(.) is the sigmoid function.
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FIGURE 4. The architecture of GCN module in ADRIN.

We consider extracting the spatial dependency from both
left and right halves respectively in Figure 3. As shown in
Figure 4, the module that contains GCN and skip-connection
is between the LSTM-I and the MSL. Similarly, the module
with the same structure is applied to the historical average
part to learn the spatial information between the input and
MSL. Currently, there are a variety of advanced graph neural
network structures applied in the traffic domain, and the
senior design will be discussed in future work.

IV. CASE STUDIES
In this work, we propose ADRIN for missing traffic data
imputation. To evaluate and explore its performance, we
conduct a series of comprehensive case studies on three
real-world traffic speed datasets. This section first introduces
the experimental setup. Subsequently, we compare the im-
putation accuracy of ADRIN with existing state-of-the-art
algorithms and visualize the imputation effects. Ablation
experiments and hyper-parameter tests are carried out to
demonstrate and elaborate on the necessity of various parts
in the model. Additionally, we investigate the performance
of models on incomplete data with different sampling noise.

A. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION
1) DATASET
In this work, we employ three real-world traffic speed
datasets, namely, NavInfo-Beijing (BJ)2, PeMS: District 5
(PeMSD5)3, and Hong Kong Traffic Speed Map (HK)4.
Specifically, the BJ dataset is provided by NavInfo Traffic
Index Platform, which contains the average speed of 1368
roads in Beijing from 00:00 Jan. 1, 2019 to 23:55 Jun.
30, 2019. The sampling interval of records is 5 minutes.
To minimize the impact of missing data while retaining the
dataset complexity, we only use the road speed data with an
overall missing data rate of less than 5% for the experiment,
i.e., a total of 168 roads. According with the literature
[46], [48], we utilise linear interpolation to complement the

2http://www.nitrafficindex.com
3https://PeMS.dot.ca.gov/
4https://data.gov.hk/en-data/dataset/hk-td-sm 1-traffic-speed-map
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missing traffic data, record their positions, and remove the
interpolation during the evaluating stage.

The PeMSD5 dataset contains traffic speed data col-
lected from Caltrans Performance Measurement System.
This dataset includes 144 sensor stations in District 5 of
California, and the recording duration is from 00:00 Jan.
1, 2013 to 23:55 Jun. 30, 2013. It is worth mentioning
that the records in PeMSD5 are collected from sensors in
highways, which differ from the urban roads in BJ. The HK
dataset includes the average road speed of arterial roads in
Hong Kong from 00:00 Mar. 10, 2021 to 23:50 Jul. 31,
2021. We note that the records from outbacks like Tuen
Mun and Shatin are static in the long term. Hence, we
employ the road data in Hong Kong island that consists
of 84 roads. Particularly, the actual sampling interval is
2 minutes in HK dataset; however, considering the large
computational consumption and the occurrence of original
missing in dataset, the time interval of traffic speed data
is set to 10 minutes. One to note that the BJ an HK are
from dual-loop detectors, and the D5 is from a single loop
detectors. A summary of these datasets is presented in Table
1. Figure 5 depicts the sampling locations of roads or sensors
in the three datasets5.

TABLE 1. Summary of BJ, PeMSD5, and HK Datasets

BJ PeMSD5 HK

No. roads 168 144 84

No. days 181 181 144

Time interval 5min 5min 10min
Avg. speed 36.70 km/h 54.47 mi/h 51.24 km/h
Std. speed 11.52 km/h 7.32 mi/h 20.19 km/h

2) CONFIGURATIONS
In all case studies, we employ the Z-score normalization
to preprocess the data. For cross-validation, we follow
the prior work [39], [49] and split the datasets into two
non-overlapping subsets based on the chronological order,
namely, the training and test sets: the first 80% of all samples
are training data, while the remaining 20% are the test data.
In addition, a data augmentation method is applied during
the training stage: for each sample Y in the training set, we
generate the missing input X(?) ten times randomly. We use
Adam [50] as the optimizer with an initial learning rate of
0.001. The batch size is 20, and the number of training epoch
is set to 200. The number of heads H in the multi-head
self-attention mechanism is set to 8, and the hidden layer
size d is set to 168; these two parameters will be discussed
in the following section. PyTorch is used to conduct the
experiments, and the hardware configuration includes nVidia
RTX 2080Ti GPUs and a Xeon Silver 4210 CPU.

5To better show the collection locations, we have simplified the roads in
the BJ and HK datasets to a point representation.

3) METRIC
Following the previous works [6], [39] on traffic data im-
putation, we adapt mean absolute error (MAE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) as the metrics for this
experiment, which are defines as

MAE =
1

c

T∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

|mij(yij − ŷij)| , (18)

MAPE =
100%

c

T∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣mij(yij − ŷij)

yij

∣∣∣∣ , (19)

where mij indicates the traffic data in same position is
missing or not as introduced in A, c =

∑T
j=1

∑n
i=1 mij

represents the number of corrupted records, yij ∈ Y is the
ground truth, and ŷij ∈ Ŷ is the imputation value.

B. ACCURACY OF IMPUTATION
To assess the model comprehensively, we conducted exper-
iments considering the two missing patterns, i.e., MCAR
and MNAR, in this case study. Additionally, to verify the
effectiveness of model in a variety of scenarios, we compare
ADRIN to existing methods considering a wide range of
missing rates from 10% to 90%. The applied baseline
approaches are selected from a variety of imputation methods
as reviewed in Section II, which are the current state-of-the-
art or most widely adopted ones for missing data imputation:

• Historical Average (HA) [23]: HA takes the complete
data of the most recent seven days and averages the
corresponding timestep in a day for each road segment
to fill in the missing values.

• Bayesian Gaussian CP decomposition (BGCP) [13]:
BGCP is a Bayesian tensor factorization model that
employs Markov chain Monte Carlo to model the latent
factor (i.e., low-rank structure).

• Bayesian Temporal Matrix Factorization (BTMF) [51]:
BTMF employs a Gaussian vector autoregressive pro-
cess to model the temporal dependence to impute the
time series data.

• Parallel Data and Generative Adversarial Networks for
Imputation (PGAN) [39]: PGAN a GAN-based data
imputation approach for missing traffic data, and both
the generator and discriminator are made of linear
layers.

• Graph Attention Convolutional Network (GACN) [20]:
GACN incorporates convolutional neural network and
graph attention network to estimate the missing values
and follows an encoder-decoder structure.

• Bidirectional Recurrent Imputation (BRITS) [17]:
BRITS accepts the missing timing data into two RNNs
in forward and reverse directions, respectively, and
combines the outputs of the two RNNs to compensate
for the missing time-series data.

Among these baselines, the matrix factorization-based
methods (e.g., TRMF and BTMF) must strictly ensure that
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(a) Road segment locations in BJ dataset. (b) Sensor locations in PeMSD5 dataset. (c) Road segment locations in HK dataset.

FIGURE 5. Three real-world datasets investigated in experiments.

the input format shape is days×time×road. For comparison
purposes, we uniformly set the inputs of deep learning
methods such as PGAN, BRITS, GACN, ADRIN, and GCN-
ADRIN to be the missing data of one day, i.e., time×road.
Additionally, the input of matrix factorization-based methods
is the concatenation of complete training data and incomplete
testing data. Furthermore, due to it is hard to ensure the
convergence of PGAN, we set the learning rates of generator
and discriminator among {0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01} and
apply grid search to obtain the best result. The hyper-
parameters of the other models remain unaltered.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 summarize the imputation result of
MCAR and MNAR, respectively, with the missing rate
between 10% and 90% on the three datasets. The experi-
mental results demonstrate that the proposed ADRIN and
GCN-ADRIN outperforms all other baselines by achieving
the lowest MAE and MAPE values under most scenarios.
The results are outstanding on complicated datasets like
urban roads speed data BJ and HK, while on the simpler
highway speed dataset PeMSD5, ADRIN can achieve results
close to SOTA on MCAR. This is due to the superiority
of the proposed model to extract time-series dependency
from missing input and historical features of ADRIN. In
particular, statistical learning-based method, such as HA
produce significantly worse imputation roads speed values
than ADRIN. This is because such approach capture only
the sample distribution within the dataset to complement
the missing value but ignore the temporal correlation, which
make the inferior performance.

Considering the compared deep learning-based methods,
the proposed ADRIN outperforms the state-of-the-art PGAN,
GACN, and BRITS. Due to the superior ability to model
time-series dependencies from the missing input and the
historical data separately, ADRIN achieves a significant
improvement over the other approaches when the missing
rate is low, regardless of whether the missing data is com-
pletely random or not. For example, compared to other deep
learning-based methods on HK dataset, e.g., the BRITS who
won third place, in both cases, ADRIN reduces the MAPE

by 9.82% and 8.53% at 10% missing. At the same time, at
90% missing, the MAPE results in reductions of 5.39% and
7.30%, respectively. The result demonstrates that ADRIN
can achieve more significant gains when the missing rate is
low, which is contributed by incorporating more complete
history features. The same phenomena can be observed on
the D5, HK dataset. In addition, since the PGAN use only
linear modules to model features, they can only impute
acceptable results on the PeMSD5 dataset with simple data
distributions. However, the proposed ADRIN, which addi-
tionally takes into account the temporal dependency, can
cope with both missing data of urban roads and highways.

Unlike matrix factorization-based methods, deep learning
ones have more advantages for modeling complicated data
such as the urban road speed. However, deep learning models
are highly dependent on the quality of data, and high missing
rates make it difficult to capture the temporal feature correla-
tions. For instance, in the case of MCAR and 90% missing on
PeMSD5 dataset, ADRIN achieves an inferior performance
due to the data distribution of highway speed is simpler than
urban roads. Additionally, the results of matrix factorization-
based approach are much stable across all missing rates. This
is because that these methods estimate the missing values
from the overall data distribution. For example, the absolute
differences of ADRIN’s MAPE results in all missing rate
cases are 1.07% (MCAR) and 0.57% (MNAR) on BJ dataset,
but the differences of BGCP are 0.21% (MCAR) and 0.26%
(MNAR). However, contributed by the outstanding ability
for modeling the temporal dependency, ADRIN outperforms
all other models on the complicated urban datasets (BJ and
HK) with various missing cases.

Comparing the imputation results between MCAR and
MNAR, it is clear that all approaches have lower MAPE
under MCAR than MNAR. Due to the continuous large
batch of missing blocks, it is challenging to model the
feature dependency of data in MNAR, leading to the de-
graded performance. However, on the BJ and HK datasets,
ADRIN can achieve more significant improvement compared
with GACN, BRITS, and PGAN in MNAR than MCAR,
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TABLE 2. Performance Comparison (in MAE/MAPE(%)) for Imputation Tasks on BJ Dataset

Pattern Missing
Rate

Methods

HA BGCP BTMF PGAN GCAN BRITS ADRIN GCN-ADRIN

MCAR

10% 3.72/11.90 3.20/9.98 3.12/9.64 6.22/21.41 3.15/9.93 3.04/9.37 2.78/8.45 2.99/8.63
30% 3.70/11.94 3.20/10.04 3.13/9.72 6.22/21.34 3.14/9.93 3.05/9.42 2.80/8.59 2.94/8.67
50% 3.70/11.90 3.22/10.07 3.15/9.76 6.22/21.35 3.15/9.94 3.10/9.58 2.87/8.85 2.95/8.93
70% 3.71/11.92 3.22/10.09 3.19/9.89 6.22/21.37 3.15/9.99 3.13/9.70 2.95/9.15 2.99/9.06
90% 3.70/11.92 3.25/10.19 3.28/10.18 6.23/21.38 3.16/9.98 3.24/10.06 3.05/9.52 3.03/9.41

MNAR

10% 3.80/12.24 3.28/10.24 3.26/10.15 6.70/23.74 3.20/10.31 3.28/10.20 3.03/9.33 3.03/9.27
30% 3.81/12.36 3.32/10.48 3.33/10.46 6.66/22.90 3.25/10.44 3.30/10.35 3.08/9.46 3.10/9.49
50% 3.81/12.22 3.31/10.36 3.34/10.44 6.63/22.56 3.24/10.34 3.30/10.34 3.11/9.53 3.13/9.59
70% 3.81/12.31 3.32/10.46 3.39/10.66 6.58/22.48 3.21/10.28 3.35/10.54 3.11/9.67 3.10/9.63
90% 3.78/12.23 3.30/10.45 3.38/10.63 6.53/22.43 3.23/10.34 3.39/10.68 3.15/9.90 3.16/9.92

Time Consumption : - 0.15h 2.61h 2.86h 1.24h 5.51h 2.97h 3.16h

TABLE 3. Performance Comparison (in MAE/MAPE(%)) for Imputation Tasks on PeMSD5 Dataset

Pattern Missing
Rate

Methods

HA BGCP BTMF PGAN GCAN BRITS ADRIN GCN-ADRIN

MCAR

10% 2.56/7.25 2.04/5.08 1.65/4.04 3.46/10.51 2.14/6.09 1.15/2.66 1.12/2.57 1.12/2.51
30% 2.53/7.13 2.09/5.19 1.66/4.03 3.47/10.59 2.11/5.89 1.22/2.80 1.18/2.77 1.13/2.62
50% 2.53/7.11 2.11/5.24 1.66/4.02 3.49/10.63 2.14/6.05 1.35/3.17 1.32/3.15 1.30/3.06
70% 2.53/7.12 2.17/5.37 1.67/4.06 3.53/10.69 2.14/6.01 1.58/3.80 1.50/3.63 1.48/3.55
90% 2.53/7.12 2.22/5.52 1.76/4.27 3.60/10.83 2.15/6.09 1.93/4.96 1.80/4.53 1.78/4.44

MNAR

10% 2.87/8.13 2.34/5.98 2.49/6.21 4.15/13.79 2.42/6.81 2.76/7.33 2.04/5.23 1.99/5.07
30% 2.95/8.67 2.41/6.90 3.92/9.51 4.44/14.34 2.49/7.73 2.73/7.68 2.34/5.98 2.33/5.93
50% 3.01/9.09 2.70/7.33 3.45/9.14 4.17/13.16 2.42/6.99 2.67/7.32 2.25/6.47 2.19/6.26
70% 2.91/8.62 2.66/7.10 3.42/9.24 4.12/13.01 2.36/6.84 2.60/7.26 2.28/6.53 2.21/6.32
90% 2.86/8.41 2.62/6.86 3.57/9.49 4.14/13.14 2.35/6.77 2.77/7.59 2.26/6.51 2.21/6.34

Time Consumption : - 0.06h 0.60h 2.40h 0.92h 4.83h 1.89h 1.92h

TABLE 4. Performance Comparison (in MAE/MAPE(%)) for Imputation Tasks on HK Dataset

Pattern Missing
Rate

Methods

HA BGCP BTMF PGAN GCAN BRITS ADRIN GCN-ADRIN

MCAR

10% 4.63/15.18 4.08/13.02 2.91/9.14 10.43/68.58 6.45/22.48 2.14/6.23 1.60/4.59 1.58/4.44
30% 4.61/15.15 4.09/12.92 3.07/9.76 10.43/68.52 6.92/23.39 2.19/6.42 1.69/4.80 1.66/4.74
50% 4.59/15.14 4.09/13.15 3.16/10.10 10.48/69.53 6.89/23.81 2.40/7.13 1.95/5.58 1.85/5.47
70% 4.61/15.07 4.09/12.96 3.32/10.55 10.50/69.75 7.07/24.21 2.83/8.48 2.34/6.73 2.23/6.63
90% 4.60/15.11 4.14/13.34 3.72/11.77 10.58/69.68 7.56/24.90 3.90/12.29 3.15/9.51 3.04/9.31

MNAR

10% 4.64/15.47 4.07/13.45 3.28/11.24 11.61/86.02 6.16/20.30 2.73/9.27 1.99/5.84 1.95/5.57
30% 4.66/15.93 4.16/14.04 3.42/11.77 11.61/86.75 6.73/25.06 2.88/8.88 2.29/7.24 2.25/7.20
50% 4.70/16.18 4.24/14.29 3.70/12.87 11.50/83.61 6.55/25.35 3.14/10.60 2.54/7.89 2.50/7.63
70% 4.66/15.72 4.13/13.72 3.84/13.48 11.32/80.93 6.83/24.50 3.30/10.90 2.79/8.44 2.78/8.36
90% 4.67/15.72 4.25/14.25 3.99/13.38 11.32/79.99 7.16/25.31 3.48/11.52 2.96/9.10 2.98/9.19

Time Consumption : - 0.08h 1.07h 1.24h 0.52h 2.42h 0.96h 1.01h

contributed by the aid of historical information. Additionally,
resembling the performance of ADRIN and GCN-ADRIN,
the latter achieves better performance on the D5 and HK
datasets with the aid of GCN. The difference is because
the distance between road segments is small as shown in
Figure 5(b) and 5(c), and the spatial information is of
great significance on the two datasets. On the contrary, the
road segments in BJ are far from each other. The vanilla
GCN structure can not fully extract the spatial dependency,
resulting in no noticeable improvement.

To better evaluate the efficiency of different methods, we
count the average time overhead of the above experiments,
and the results are shown in Table 2, 3, and 4. Among
these methods, BGCP achieves the shortest computation time
on all datasets, thanks to that BGCP only employs Markov

chains to factorize the residual data and complement it. Ad-
ditionally, among the deep learning methods, our proposed
ADRIN and GCN-ADRIN have a significant improvement
in computation time over BRITS thanks to their end-to-end
structure. In addition, the computation time is less than that
of PGAN, which requires pre-training. GCAN achieves a
lower time overhead due to feature extraction only from a
spatial perspective and its simple structure, but its simple
structure leads to a lower imputation accuracy than other
methods.

Finally, to illustrate the imputation of ADRIN more
clearly, we visualize the ground truth data, the missing input
and the imputation results on June 30, 2019 on dataset BJ
in Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively. It is noticeable
that the model prefers to describe the traffic speed using
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(d) The imputed result of West Zhong Shan Avenue. Green shaded areas indicate that traffic data in the corresponding period are missing.
The no-shade areas express the data is observed during these periods.

FIGURE 6. The visualization road speed on 2019-06-30 in Beijing, including the ground true value, the incomplete observation, imputed results, and an
individual road speed.

smooth curves for different road segments rather than to
more dispersed actual values. Furthermore, in the presence
of consecutive missing values, ADRIN does an outstanding
job of estimating the unobserved values. Additionally, we
choose the No. 45 road, West Zhong Shan Avenue, which
severely deficits observation values, as shown in Figure 6(d).
In Figure 6(d), the shaded area indicates that the data are
missing period, the orange and black curves represent the
actual and imputed speeds, respectively. While ADRIN’s
imputation results are smoother than the real speed variation,
they can accurately capture changing road speed trends. For
example, even when data are missing, ADRIN can accurately
reflect the daily trend of increasing and then decreasing road
speed between 9:00 and 18:00.

C. ABLATION TEST
In this subsection, we carry out comprehensive ablation tests
to assess the contribution of each sub-networks to the overall
model performance. To maintain objectivity, The training
and testing configurations used in these case studies are
identical to those described in Section 2. Specifically, the
variants LSTM-I Attention is defined by: The left half as
shown in Figure 3 that incorporates LSTM-I and MSL for
modeling the temporal dependence within the incomplete

input. Besides, we also compare the performance of LSTM-I
and GCN-ADRIN.

Figure 7 shows the MAPE result of the two sub-networks,
ADRIN, and GCN-ADRIN evaluated with different missing
types on the BJ dataset. The comparison leads to the fol-
lowing conclusions: To begin, the proposed ADRIN achieves
the best performance across most missing rates and patterns.
This observation conforms to the intuition that ADRIN
models the temporal dependency from both the missing data
and the historical average, resulting in improved information
extraction and imputation result. Especially, thanks to the aid
of historical data, the improvement of the imputation effects
are more evident in high missing rates. Furthermore, unlike
the LSTM attention network, ADRIN utilizes the recent five-
day traffic data to enhance the imputation. Comparing the
two result curves, ADRIN indicates that historical data has
a non-neglectable positive effect on the imputation. Addi-
tionally, the better result of LSTM-I Attention than LSTM-I
shows the superior ability of the multi-head self-attention
mechanism to model time-series features. Besides, with
the help of spatial information, GCN-ADRIN has achieved
improvements in some cases like MCAR-60%, MCAR-70%,
etc. However, the graph is generated based on the distance
between roads as defined in Eq. (16). It can not express
the connectivity of road network while applied on the BJ
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FIGURE 7. The MAPE results of ablation tests on BJ dataset.

dataset whose roads are far from each other, leading to the
unremarkable improvement of imputation. We will design
an advanced graph structure to address this issue in future
work.

D. HYPER-PARAMETERS

TABLE 5. ADRIN Hyper-Parameter Models And Imputation Accuracy

(MCAR)

Model Hidden size Heads number MAE MAPE(%)

ADRIN

84

4 2.90 8.99

8 2.88 8.94

12 2.88 8.95

168

4 2.88 8.90

8 2.87 8.85

12 2.87 8.86

336

4 2.88 8.89

8 2.85 8.83
12 2.85 8.83

Proper selection of hyper-parameters, such as the size of
the hidden layer, the number of hidden layers, and number of
heads, is critical in determining the model’s performance in
the context of deep learning. In this subsection, we study the

TABLE 6. ADRIN Hyper-Parameter Models And Imputation Accuracy

(MNAR)

Model Hidden size Heads number MAE MAPE(%)

ADRIN

84

4 3.15 9.58

8 3.12 9.55

12 3.12 9.54

168

4 3.12 9.55

8 3.11 9.53

12 3.11 9.52

336

4 3.13 9.51

8 3.10 9.51

12 3.11 9.49

performance of ADRIN across a range of hyper-parameters
and attempt to determine the optimal neural network archi-
tecture. In particular, we employ the hidden size d of LSTM-I
among {84, 168, 336}6, and the number of heads H among
{4, 8, 12}7 to test the imputation performance on BJ with
50% missing rate on MCAR and MNAR.

Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate a variety of well-performing
structures and their imputation results. From the results,
we can draw the following conclusions. First, increasing
the number of hidden states in the model can improve
performance (compare the performance of ADRIN with
d = 84 and ADRIN with d = 168). This is consistent
with the widely hold belief that increasing the number of
neural network layers increases the efficacy of learning latent
data features. However, the excessive number of neurons
can degrade the performance due to over-fitting. Second,
involving more attention heads can slightly improve the
system performance. This is consistent with the concept of
multi-head self-attention mechanism, which states that more
features can be learned through the multi sub-space learning
process. However, too many heads may lead to excessive
consumption of computing resources.

E. DATA NOISE
In the previous case studies, we utilized the ground truth
of three real-world traffic speed datasets to evaluate and
explore the proposed model. However, noise during the
sampling process inevitably influences the data collected. In
this subsection, we manually introduce various noises to the
input of the model to demonstrate their robustness on the BJ
dataset. Specifically, following the previous work [52], we
generate the Gaussian noise that follows the mean equals
to 1 and the standard error among {2%, 4%, ..., 20%} and
multiply original input by the noise. It means the average
deviations are 1%, 2%, ..., and 10% of the ground truth,
respectively.

6Considering the BJ dataset contains 168 road segments.
7Referring to [21].
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FIGURE 8. The MAPE results of noise experiment on BJ dataset.

Figure 8 shows the imputation performance of four models
who achieved outstanding results in previous case studies,
including BGCP, GACN, BRITS, and the proposed ADRIN.
The results indicate that increasing noise level generally
leads to larger MAPE, while the influenced data distribution
patterns are harder to learn. Additionally, because the perfor-
mance of deep learning-based methods highly depends on the
quality of data, it is challenging to learn the data dependency
with the intensive noise. In contrast, the matrix factorization-
based method learns from the low-rank space, and noise is
attenuated in the process of factorization, making it better
noise robustness.

F. THE IMPACT OF HISTORICAL DATA
In Section C, through the ablation test, we can see that the
historical data module has a significant role in the missing
data imputation. However, the influence of historical data
with different missing patterns and rates still needs to be
explored. Therefore, in this part, we set different missing
rates, from 10% to 90%, and missing patterns, including
MNAR and MCAR, of historical data to observe their
imputation performance for our proposed ADRIN model at
50% of MCAR and MNAR, respectively.
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FIGURE 9. The MAPE results of MCAR-50% and MNAR-50% with various
historical data missing pattern on BJ dataset.

Figure 9 demonstrates the influence of different historical
data missing cases on the imputation performance. One to
note that the vertical axis indicates the missing rate of
historical data, the orange line indicates that the missing
pattern of historical data is MCAR, and the green line means
the MNAR. As can be observed from the above figure,
for both MCAR-50% and MNAR-50%, when the missing
pattern of historical data is MCAR, the overall imputation
accuracy is better than MNAR. This is due to the fact that in
MCAR, the data are more dispersed, and more information
is available for the data matrix than in MNAR, which is
more evident in the case of a high missing rate. In addition,
along with the increase of the historical data missing rate,
the available information decreases, the improvement of
the imputation performance is smaller, and the error of
imputation, i.e., MAPE, is larger, which is intuitive. As we
can see from the presentation of the completion results, the
historical data with different missing cases have a positive
impact on the imputation effect. However, at the same time,
the enhancement effect on the imputation effect is different
according to the distribution and proportion of information.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel network structure named
Attention-Driven Recurrent Imputation Network (ADRIN)
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for the missing traffic data imputation problem. Compared
with existing deep learning-based imputation approaches,
ADRIN exploits the unique periodicity and volatility of
traffic data to extract features and complement missing
values from the incomplete data input and historical average.
In ADRIN, we first propose a Long Short-Term Memory for
Imputation (LSTM-I) model to process the missing inputs.
Following that, we apply a multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism to extract temporal features from the historical averages
and LSTM-I outputs, respectively. The outputs are passed
through self-attention and fully connected neural network
layers to fuse and obtain the imputed results. Based on
the ADRIN, we devise spatial information enhanced version
named GCN-ADRIN, which can extract the spatial-temporal
dependency. In addition, we design a tailored loss function
for each module separately during the training process.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed ADRIN, we
conducted comprehensive case studies on three real-world
traffic speed datasets. Compared with baseline methods,
ADRIN achieves superior imputation performance for both
MCAR and MNAR with varying missing rates. Meanwhile,
the effectiveness of different modules in ADRIN are inves-
tigated and analyzed using ablation experiments and param-
eters tests. The results show that historical information is
crucial for the imputation of traffic data. The performance of
GCN-ADRIN demonstrates that the outstanding scalability
of ADRIN. In the future, we set about to integrate more
advanced deep learning and data mining approaches into
ADRIN to better incorporate the topological relationships
between various road segments. Furthermore, on the time
axis, we will explore the utilization methods in terms of
different periods’ data to further improve the imputation
performance.
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